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ABSTRACT
Context. How the diffuse medium of molecular clouds condenses in dense cores and how many of these cores will evolve in protostars
is still a poorly understood step of the star formation process. Much progress is being made in this field, thanks to the extensive imaging
of star-forming regions carried out with the Herschel Space Observatory.
Aims. The Herschel Gould Belt Survey key project mapped the bulk of nearby star-forming molecular clouds in five far-infrared
bands with the aim of compiling complete census of prestellar cores and young, embedded protostars. From the complete sample of
prestellar cores, we aim at defining the core mass function and studying its relationship with the stellar initial mass function. Young
stellar objects (YSOs) with a residual circumstellar envelope are also detected.
Methods. In this paper, we present the catalogue of the dense cores and YSOs/protostars extracted from the Herschel maps of the
Lupus I, III, and IV molecular clouds. The physical properties of the detected objects were derived by fitting their spectral energy
distributions.
Results. A total of 532 dense cores, out of which 103 are presumably prestellar in nature, and 38 YSOs/protostars have been detected
in the three clouds. Almost all the prestellar cores are associated with filaments against only about one third of the unbound cores and
YSOs/protostars. Prestellar core candidates are found even in filaments that are on average thermally subcritical and over a background
column density lower than that measured in other star-forming regions so far. The core mass function of the prestellar cores peaks
between 0.2 and 0.3 M, and it is compatible with the log-normal shape found in other regions. Herschel data reveal several, previously
undetected, protostars and new candidates of Class 0 and Class II with transitional disks. We estimate the evolutionary status of the
YSOs/protostars using two independent indicators: the α index and the fitting of the spectral energy distribution from near- to far-
infrared wavelengths. For 70% of the objects, the evolutionary stages derived with the two methods are in agreement.
Conclusions. Lupus is confirmed to be a very low-mass star-forming region, in terms of both the prestellar condensations and the
diffuse medium. Noticeably, in the Lupus clouds we have found star formation activity associated with interstellar medium at low
column density, usually quiescent in other (more massive) star-forming regions.
Key words. ISM: clouds – ISM: individual objects: Lupus complex (except planetary nebulae) – stars: formation –
submillimeter: ISM
1. Introduction
Stars form in the denser filamentary regions of Giant Molec-
ular Clouds (GMCs) but how diffuse matter gathers in cores
? Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments
provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with
important participation from NASA.
?? Full Tables A.1 and A.2 are only available at the CDS via
anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/619/A52
and how many of these dense cores will form stars is still a
poorly understood process. To provide insight into the physical
mechanisms responsible for the growth of structure in the cold
interstellar medium (ISM), leading to the formation of prestel-
lar cores and protostars is one of the main scientific goals of the
Herschel Gould Belt Survey (HGBS) key project that mapped
the main nearby (d . 500 pc) star-forming regions in five far-
infrared (FIR) bands with Herschel’s photometric instruments
(André et al. 2010). The main products of the HGBS project are
comprehensive and homogeneous catalogues of compact sources
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for all the observed regions. In this paper, we present catalogues
of dense cores and young stellar objects (YSOs) extracted from
the Herschel observations of the star-forming regions in the
Lupus complex and we derive their physical properties.
The Lupus dark cloud complex is located in the Scorpius-
Centaurus OB association and consists of several loosely con-
nected dark clouds showing different levels of star formation
activity. With Herschel, we mapped the three main sites of star
formation within the complex, namely the Lupus I, Lupus III,
and Lupus IV clouds. These three clouds have been intensively
observed with other instruments at several wavelengths to study
the star formation process in the low-mass regime. The YSOs
population in these clouds was initially investigated at near-
infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) wavelengths as part of
the Spitzer-c2d survey (Merin et al. 2008). The Lupus I cloud
was observed also at 450 and 850 µm as part of the James
Clerk Maxwell Telescope Gould Belt Survey (Mowat et al. 2017),
revealing a number of cold and dense condensations. Fifteen of
these were identified as disks of YSOs and 12 as prestellar or pro-
tostellar cores. Emission line maps from high-density molecular
tracers at 3 and 12 mm with the Mopra telescope have allowed
to be made a chemical classification of the brighter and denser
cores from which indications of their evolutionary status were
inferred (Benedettini et al. 2012).
In Benedettini et al. (2015; hereafter Paper I), we pre-
sented the analysis of the filamentary structure of the clouds
extracted from the Herschel-based column density maps. This
study has revealed that Lupus I, III, and IV clouds have an
ISM characterised by a very low column density in both the
diffuse regions and the dense material arranged in filaments.
Indeed, the probability distribution function of column den-
sity (PDF) in the three regions peaks between 5× 1020 and
5× 1021 cm−2, and the average column density of filaments is
only ∼1.5× 1021 cm−2 (Paper I). The absence of very high col-
umn density gas (≥5× 1022 cm−2) and the predominance of low
column density gas likely has an impact on the typical mass of
stars formed in these regions. Lupus is indeed a low-mass star-
forming complex with a stellar population dominated by mid
M-type stars (Hughes et al. 1994; Mortier et al. 2011; Alcalá et al.
2017). A preliminary visual version of a catalogue of dense cores
based on Herschel data was presented in Rygl et al. (2013).
The Lupus complex is one of the closer sites of low-mass
star formation, but the precise distances of its subregions is still
a matter of debate. Recently, Galli et al. (2013) investigated the
kinematic properties of the Lupus moving group of young stars
and derived the following distances: d = 182+7−6 pc for Lupus I,
d = 185+11−10 pc for Lupus III, and d = 204
+18
−15 pc for Lupus IV.
We derived distances from the Gaia DR 2 paralaxes (Luri et al.
2018) for a sample of know YSOs members of the Lupus com-
plex and we found the following modal values: d = 155+7−14 pc
for Lupus I, d = 160+45−8 pc for Lupus III, and d = 155
+30
−18 pc for
Lupus IV, where the negative and positive errors correspond to
the minimum 5% and maximum 95% quantile of all the quan-
tiles of the objects in each of the three clouds. Previous distance
estimates, based also on different methods, give values between
140 and 200 pc for the different members of the complex. In this
work, we assume the values indicated by Comerón (2008) who
reviewed all the distance estimates in the previous literature, con-
cluding that a distance of 150 pc seems adequate for Lupus I and
IV, while a value of 200 pc is more appropriate for Lupus III.
The same distances were used also in the Spitzer-c2d catalogue
of YSOs (Merin et al. 2008) and in Paper I and they are within
the errors associated with the values derived by Gaia DR 2
data.
In this paper we present the catalogue of the dense cores and
YSOs/protostars extracted from the Herschel maps of Lupus I,
III, and IV. In Sect. 2 we describe the observations and data prod-
ucts. The procedures for compact source and protostar extraction
and selection are presented in Sect. 3. In Sects. 4 and 5, we
present the catalogues of dense cores and YSOs/protostars,
respectively, and how the physical properties of the objects in
the catalogues are derived. The analysis of the main properties
of the objects of the two catalogues is discussed in Sect. 6. The
main conclusions of the paper are summarised in Sect. 7.
2. Observations and data reduction
As part of the HGBS1 (André et al. 2010), the three subregions
of the Lupus complex, Lupus I, III, and IV, were observed in five
photometric bands between 70 and 500 µm with the Photodetec-
tor Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS; Poglitsch et al. 2010)
and the Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE;
Griffin et al. 2010) onboard the Herschel Space Observatory
(Pilbratt et al. 2010). The observations were carried out in the
parallel observing mode with a scanning velocity of 60′′ s−1
and each cloud was observed twice along orthogonal scanning
directions.
The data reduction pipeline and the final maps were pre-
sented in Paper I to which we refer for details. Here we recall
that the final maps, in unit of MJy sr−1, have a pixel size 3′′
at 70 and 160 µm, 6′′ at 250 µm, 10′′ at 350 µm , and 14′′ at
500 µm. The absolute flux calibration for point sources is ≤6%
for PACS (Nielbock et al. 2013) and ≤5% for SPIRE (Bendo
et al. 2013). The extended sources calibration is more uncer-
tain and we assume a conservative error of 20%. For both PACS
and SPIRE maps, we added a zero-level offset derived by com-
paring the Herschel data with the Planck and IRAS data of the
same area of the sky and adopting a dust model for extrapolat-
ing the flux at the Herschel wavelengths (Bernard et al. 2010).
The calibrated maps were used to produce an H2 column density
map at the higher resolution of the SPIRE 250 µm data of 18.′′2,
by applying a method based on a multi-scale decomposition of
the data (Palmeirim et al. 2013) and a dust opacity law of κλ =
κ300 (λ/300 µm)−β with κ300 = 0.1 cm2g−1 (already accounting
for a gas-to-dust ratio of 100), a grain emissivity parameter β= 2
(Hildebrand 1983), and a mean molecular weight µ= 2.8, val-
ues adopted as the standard by the HGBS consortium. The five
Herschel maps, as well as the high-resolution H2 column density
map, for the three clouds are available in the HGBS archive2.
Notably, the Lupus I maps were affected by stray moonlight,
visible as a bright vertical band in each image. This problem
does not affect the estimates of the point sources fluxes since
those are measured by applying a background subtraction, but
it required correction before the derivation of the column den-
sity map. We removed the stray-light contamination in the four
images at 160, 250, 350, and 500 µm, by evaluating its contribu-
tion from the difference between the observed map (affected by
stray-light) and the model used for the flux calibration, producing
a column density map corrected from the stray-light effect.
3. Compact sources identification
3.1. Source classification
The wavelength range covered by the Herschel photomet-
ric instruments is where the thermal emission of cold dust
1 http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr
2 http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives
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(T ≈ 10–30 K) peaks. Therefore, the cold dust condensations
which may potentially form stars are clearly visible as com-
pact, roundish structures that emerge from the background in the
Herschel maps and in the H2 column density maps. Moreover,
in the nearest molecular clouds as those of the Lupus com-
plex, the extremely sensitive Herschel instruments were able to
detect even the fainter cores. Most of them are not dense enough
to undergo gravitational collapse and will dissipate. Finally,
circumstellar envelope of YSOs are detectable in Herschel maps.
To classify the compact sources extracted from the Herschel
maps we used the following scheme (see also André et al.
2014). The detection in the PACS 70 µm map was used to
identify the YSOs/protostars since the presence inside the cores
of an accreting object produces an internal heating that incre-
ments the emission at wavelengths.100 µm with respect to
grey-body SED shape, typical of prestallar cores. In fact, the
PACS 70 µm sensitivity is adequate to detect YSOs emission
even in low-luminosity sources but not that of grey-body emit-
ters with temperature around 10 K. Sources without the 70 µm
detection are considered starless dense cores and are divided
into two groups: the gravitationally unbound cores, which are
expected to dissipate in the future, and the gravitationally bound
cores, which are considered good candidates prestellar cores. To
establish if a starless core is gravitationally bound or unbound,
we used the ratio between its observed mass and the Bonnor–
Ebert mass calculated by using the core measured radius and
temperature. More details are given in Sect. 4.2.
3.2. Sources extraction from Herschel maps
To generate an extensive catalogue of dense condensations in the
Lupus regions, we used the strategy developed inside the HGBS
consortium to ensure homogeneous data analysis among all the
star-forming regions observed in the project (Könyves et al.
2015). SPIRE and PACS images were processed with getsources
v1.140127, an algorithm that performs the extraction of com-
pact sources and filamentary structures at a multi-scale and
multi-wavelength level (Men’shchikov et al. 2012; Men’shchikov
2013). The source extraction method is divided into two stages:
a first “detection” stage and a second “measurement” stage. At
the detection stage, getsources analyses “single-scale” images
across a wide range of scales and across all observed wavebands,
identifying the sources and their footprints. At the measurement
stage, fluxes and sizes of detected sources are measured in the
observed images at each wavelength, considering deblending of
overlapping sources. Background is subtracted by linear interpo-
lation under the source footprints found at the detection stage,
constrained by different angular resolutions in each waveband.
Aperture corrections are applied by getsources using tables of
the encircled energy fraction values for the actual point spread
functions provided by the PACS and SPIRE ICCs (Bendo et al.
2013; Balog et al. 2014).
Two different getsources extractions are performed, opti-
mised for the detection of dense cores and protostars, respec-
tively. In the first set, we used the Herschel maps at 160, 250, 350,
and 500 µm. In addition, we included the high-resolution column
density image – as an additional “wavelength” – to ensure that
detected sources correspond to genuine column density peaks.
Furthermore, the 160 µm component at the detection stage
is “temperature-corrected” to reduce the effects of anisotropic
temperature gradients. The temperature-corrected 160 µm map
is obtained by converting the original observed 160 µm map
(13.′′5 resolution) to an approximate column density image, using
the colour-temperature map derived from the intensity ratio
between 160 and 250 µm (at the 18.′′2 resolution of the 250 µm
map). The second set of getsources extractions is optimised to
detect YSOs/protostars. In this case, at the detection stage we
used only the 70 µm Herschel image. Indeed, the presence of
point-like 70 µm emission is a strong indication of the presence
of a protostar that is warming up its circumstellar envelope.
At the measurement stage of both sets of extractions, source
properties are measured at the detected positions of either cores
or YSOs/protostars, using the observed, background-subtracted,
and deblended images at all five Herschel wavelengths, plus
the high-resolution column density map. The advantage of this
two-pronged extraction strategy is that it provides more reli-
able detections and measurements of column-density cores and
70 µm luminous YSOs/protostars, respectively.
3.3. Selection criteria
We filtered the raw source lists of the getsources extractions to
select only reliable sources by applying the following criteria.
These selection criteria are uniformly applied to all the cata-
logues produced in the HGBS consortium and are described in
detail in Könyves et al. (2015).
For candidate dense cores identified from the first set of
extractions selection criteria are as follows:
– column density detection significance greater than 5 in the
high-resolution column density map;
– global detection significance over all wavelengths greater
than 10;
– global goodness >1, where goodness is an output quality
parameter of getsources, combining global signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) and source reliability;
– column density measurement S/N> 1 in the high-resolution
column density map;
– monochromatic detection significance greater than 5 in at
least two bands between 160 and 500 µm;
– flux measurement with S/N> 1 in at least one band between
160 and 500 µm for which the monochromatic detection
significance is simultaneously greater than 5.
For candidate YSOs and protostars identified from the sec-
ond set of extractions selection criteria are as follows:
– monochromatic detection significance greater than 5 in the
70 µm band;
– positive peak and integrated flux densities at 70 µm;
– global goodness greater than or equal to 1;
– flux measurement with S/N> 1.5 in the 70 µm band;
– full width half maximum (FWHM) source size at 70 µm
smaller than 1.6 times the 70 µm beam size (i.e.
<1.6× 8.′′4 = 13.′′44);
– estimated source elongation <1.30 at 70 µm, where source
elongation is defined as the ratio of the major and minor
FWHM sizes.
We also include in our final catalogues three well-known YSOs
that were initially present in the raw list, but were successively
excluded by the automatic selection based on the above crite-
ria. In principle, some of the sources of our catalogue could
be galaxies. To reduce extragalatic contamination as much as
possible, we removed any source located within 6′′ of known
galaxies found by the NASA Extragalactic Database3 (NED) and
the SIMBAD4 database.
We performed a final visual inspection of the selected sample
to remove any dubious or not clearly visible source to produce
3 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/forms/nearposn.html
4 http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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Table 1. Summary of the number of entries in the catalogues divided for classification and regions.
Region Total number of objects Unbound cores Prestellar cores (robust) YSOs/protostars
Lupus I 328 265 54 (24) 9
Lupus III 100 59 25 (19) 16
Lupus IV 142 105 24 (16) 13
Total 570 429 103 (59) 38
the final catalogues of cores and YSOs/protostars. These cata-
logues are available at the CDS with few example lines listed in
Table A.1. In these tables, we report all photometric and geomet-
rical quantities measured by getsources in the Herschel maps:
position, flux densities, and sizes with their respective errors
and also associations with known sources. In Table 1, we sum-
marised the numbers of objects present in the catalogues for
the three Lupus clouds, and in Figs. 1–3 we show the sources
position on the 250 µm maps.
Disentangling the emission of a compact source from the
emission of the underlying background in the Herschel maps
is not a trivial task because of the usually bright and non-
uniform background. Indeed, several algorithms, based on differ-
ent approaches, have been developed to this purpose. Hence, to
provide additional confidence of the reliability of our catalogues,
we used a second method to identify compact sources. Namely,
we processed the Herschel maps with the Curvature Thresh-
olding EXtractor (CuTEx) algorithm (Molinari et al. 2011).
CuTEx extracts compact sources independently on images at
each wavelength band. Therefore, we searched for positional
matches between our getsources sources and each single-band
CuTEx catalogue within the ellipse that defines the size of the
source at that band. For the cores catalogue, we consider con-
firmed matches those that coincide with a CuTEx detection in
at least three distinct bands. With this approach, 43% of the
getsources cores were also found by CuTEx. Very similar per-
centages of cross matches were found in Aquila and Taurus
(Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al. 2016) when comparing their
getsources catalogues with the results from an alternative core
extractor such as the Cardiff Sourcefinding AlgoRithm (CSAR;
Kirk et al. 2013). For the YSOs/protostars catalogue, we con-
sider a matched source, one that has been detected with CuTEx
in the 70 µm band. For this class of objects, the percentage of
correspondence is much higher, between 85% and 94% for the
three Lupus regions. This improvement occurs at 70 µm because
at this wavelength in Lupus the background sky is almost dark
while protostars are quite bright and well defined, making the
detection of such sources easier. In Table A.1, we supply a
robustness flag indicating if the getsources source was also found
with the CuTEx algorithm.
4. Dense cores catalogue
4.1. Physical properties
For the starless dense cores, we estimate the mass and line-of-
sight-averaged dust temperature by fitting a modified black-body
function to the observed spectral energy distribution (SED) con-
structed from the set of measured flux densities in the wavelength
range 160 – 500 µm, weighted by 1/σ2 × SIG_MON, where σ cor-
responds to the flux error and SIG_MON is the monochromatic
detection significance parameter as estimated by getsources. The
dust opacity law is the same as that used for the column den-
sity calculation (see Sect. 2). We carried out SED fitting for
those dense cores where (i) the monochromatic detection signif-
icance is greater than five and the S/N of the flux is greater than
0.1 in at least three wavelengths between 160 and 500 µm; and
(ii) the source has a larger integrated flux density at 350 µm than
at 500 µm.
In total 86% of starless cores fulfil the above criteria and we
consider their SEDs fitting to be reliable. For the rest of the cores,
the masses were directly estimated from the measured integrated
flux density at the longest wavelength with a significant detec-
tion in each case, assuming optically thin dust emission and the
median dust temperature found for starless cores with reliable
SED fits (i.e. 11.5 K for Lupus I, 9.6 K for Lupus III, and 11.6 K
for Lupus IV). The corresponding cores are marked as having
“no SED fits” in the last column of Table A.2 and they have
more uncertain properties with respect to sources for which the
fit was performed. The derived physical parameters for each star-
less dense core are reported in tables available at the CDS, with
few example lines listed in Table A.2. In our catalogue, we pro-
vide the observed size of the core as the geometrical average
between the major and minor FWHM sizes measured in the high-
resolution column density map and we estimate the core outer
radius as the observed size deconvolved with the HPBW of the
map (18.′′2). The peak (or central beam) column density, the aver-
age column density, the central-beam volume density, and the
average volume density were also derived for each core based on
its estimated mass and radius.
The physical parameters derived from the SED fitting,
namely the line-of-sight-averaged dust temperature and mass,
are affected by some sources of uncertainty: (i) the error of
the flux points due to the absolute flux calibration (≤20%), the
irregular background that could not be well subtracted, and the
sources deblending that could be incorrect especially in crowed
regions; (ii) the uncertainty of the distances that could be up to
30% (see Sect. 1); (iii) the uncertainty related to the assump-
tion in the opacity law that is <50% for cores in the H2 column
density range between ∼3 × 1021 and ∼1023 cm−2 (Roy et al.
2014) but could be as high as a factor of 2 for lower H2 column
density (Paper I) as those we find in many of the Lupus cores;
and (iv) the assumption of single temperatures while prestellar
cores have temperature profiles that drop towards their centres.
In particular, the temperature profile of the starless dense cores
is expected to have a minimum around 9–10 K at the core cen-
tre, where most of the core mass resides, and to increase up to
12–13 K at the core outer radius (e.g. Tafalla et al. 2004; Roy
et al. 2014). The mean value of temperature derived from the
SED fitting in our catalogue is ∼11.5 K. Therefore, the average
SED dust temperature may overestimate the mass-averaged dust
temperature within a dense core, leading to an underestimate of
the core mass. This effect, however, decreases with the decreas-
ing of the core mass, becoming less than 30% for core masses
less than 1 M (Men’shchikov 2016). To quantify the cumula-
tive effect of all these factors on the final mass estimate is really
complex and it is beyond the scope of the present paper. The
simulation that we used for estimating the completeness of the
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Fig. 1. Herschel 250 µm surface brightness image of the Lupus I region. The selected sample of starless unbound cores (crosses), prestellar cores
(circles), and protostars (triangles) are indicated.
prestellar cores sample (see Sect. 4.3), however, can help give
an idea of the typical error on the mass derived by our sources
extraction and SED fitting procedures. We found that the dis-
tribution of ratios between the mass derived by the SED fitting
and the true core mass can be approximated by a Gaussian func-
tion centred around one and with σ ∼ 0.4. This implies that our
strongest approximation of single temperature within the cores
does not produce systematic underestimates of the masses, in the
low mass regime of the Lupus prestellar cores.
4.2. Selecting self-gravitating prestellar cores
In the sample of starless cores, we are interested in identifying
those cores that are dense enough to eventually form a star or
a multiple system, namely the prestellar cores. These objects
must be starless and gravitationally bound. For a self-gravitating
core, the ratio between its virial mass and its measured mass is
Mvir/Mobs ≤ 2. The virial mass can be derived by measuring the
mean velocity dispersion of the gas from spectroscopic observa-
tions. Spectroscopic observations, at a spatial resolution similar
to that of the Herschel maps, however, are usually unavailable
for all the dense cores detected in the Herschel maps. There-
fore, a simplified approach is adopted. We look at the ratio
between the core mass and the thermal value of the critical
Bonnor–Ebert (BE) mass, αBE = MBE,crit/Mobs, where the crit-
ical Bonnor–Ebert mass is given by MBE,crit = 2.4RBEc2s/G with
RBE being the BE radius, G being the gravitational constant,
and cs =
√
kT/µmH being the isothermal sound speed where the
non-thermal component of the velocity dispersion is neglected,
with k being the Boltzmann’s constant, T being the temperature,
µ= 2.33 being the molecular weigh per particle, and mH being
the hydrogen mass. To get a rough estimate of the contribution of
the non-thermal velocity dispersion to the total velocity disper-
sion that we are neglecting, we used the FWHM of the CS (1-0)
line observed towards several dense cores in the Lupus clouds
(Benedettini et al. 2012). These cores are larger than those in
our catalogue and have a total velocity dispersion ranging from
0.25 to 0.45 km s−1, assuming a temperature of 10 K. Since
the thermal component of the velocity dispersion at 10 K is
0.19 km s−1, we expect that MBE,crit underestimates the Mvir by at
most a factor of about 2. For each object, we estimated the ther-
mal BE mass by using as gas temperature the dust temperature
estimated by the SED fitting and RBE as the deconvolved core
radius given in Table A.2.
In line with the virial criterion, we classified a prestellar
core as “robust” if αBE = MBE,crit/Mobs ≤ 2. However, previous
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Fig. 2. Herschel 250 µm surface brightness image of the Lupus III region. The selected sample of starless unbound cores (crosses), prestellar cores
(circles), and protostars (triangles) are indicated.
papers of the HGBS consortium (Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh
et al. 2016) have shown that a αBE = 2 criterion is too restric-
tive for selecting gravitationally bound cores. It causes many
marginally resolved sources to be misclassified since the crit-
ical BE mass depends linearly on radius. To take this effect
into consideration, we assume a size-dependent limit αBE ≤ 5 ×
(HPBWNH2/FWHMNH2 )
0.4, where FWHMNH2 is the measured
FWHM source diameter in the high-resolution column density
map and HPBWNH2 = 18.
′′2 is the HPBW resolution of the map.
In this case, the limiting αBE ranges from ∼2 for well-resolved
cores to ∼5 for unresolved cores. Monte Carlo simulations per-
formed on the Herschel data of the Aquila region have shown
that the size-dependent limit allows about 95% of the prestellar
cores to be identified (Könyves et al. 2015).
Following the above criteria, we identify a total of 103 can-
didate prestellar cores in the three Lupus regions out of which
59 cores can be considered robust candidates. All the rest of the
starless cores are classified as unbound cores. The goodness of
our classification can be easily assessed by looking at the mass
versus radius plot, shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the unbound
cores populate the lower right part of the plot, while the can-
didate prestellar cores occupy the upper left part. In particular,
the robust candidate prestellar cores are those above the solid
line. We note that the cores of the three Lupus clouds share a
very similar range of physical properties, indicating that they
form a sample of similar objects. Therefore, we merged the cores
catalogues of the three Lupus clouds and applied the following
analysis to the merged catalogue.
The percentage of prestellar cores with respect to the total
number of starless cores is 19%, in line with that found in
Taurus (Marsh et al. 2016), another nearby low-mass star-
forming region, but lower than that found in more distant and
massive star-forming regions. Looking at some of the star-
forming regions observed by Herschel in the HGBS and HOBYS
(Herschel imaging survey of OB Young Stellar objects) key
projects, we note that the percentage of prestellar cores with
respect to the total number of detected starless cores increases
with the distance of the region. For example, it is ∼60% in Aquila
(Könyves et al. 2015) at a distance of d = 260 pc (Cambrésy
1999), ∼84% in Orion (Polychroni et al. 2013) at d = 414 pc
(Menten et al. 2016), ∼94% in Vela C (Giannini et al. 2012)
at d = 700 pc (Liseau et al. 1992), and up to 100% for regions
more distant of 1 kpc in the Galactic Plane (Elia et al. 2013).
This increasing percentage could be interpreted as a major effi-
ciency in forming gravitationally bound cores in more massive
clouds. In the adopted definition of bound cores, however, there
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Fig. 3. Herschel 250 µm surface brightness image of the Lupus IV region. The selected sample of starless unbound cores (crosses), prestellar cores
(circles), and protostars (triangles) are indicated.
is a distance bias since, for a given SED, the derived mass varies
as d2, while rBE varies as d, thus making it easier for the respec-
tive object to fulfil the BE criterion as d increases (Elia et al.
2013). Moreover, there is an observational bias induced by the
distance that prevents the detection of smaller and less massive
unbound cores in more distant regions. As can be seen looking
at the mass versus size plots of the starless cores populations
in the mentioned regions (Giannini et al. 2012; Polychroni et al.
2013; Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al. 2016), the large num-
ber of small (R. 0.05 pc) and low-mass (M . 0.01 M) unbound
cores present in Lupus and Taurus are missing in the more distant
regions.
4.3. Completeness of the prestellar core catalogue
We estimated the completeness of our sample of prestellar cores
in the three Lupus clouds by using the following simulation.
Briefly, we constructed simulated maps at all Herschel wave-
lengths (including the column density map) by adding synthetic
sources, representative of a genuine population of prestellar
cores, to realistic background emission. As background, we
used the Herschel images where the emission of the com-
pact sources identified with getsources was subtracted. We then
inserted a population of 264 models of BE cores with masses
between 0.039 and 0.42 M, sampling the low-mass end of the
observed prestellar core population. The synthetic sources were
distributed across the three Lupus clouds to generate a full set of
synthetic maps for the five Herschel bands plus the column den-
sity image. Compact sources extraction and classification was
then performed with getsources for such synthetic skies in the
same way as for the observed images. In Fig. 5 we show the com-
pleteness curve for the Lupus clouds as a function of the true core
prestellar
unbound
Fig. 4. Mass versus size diagram for the entire population of star-
less cores. The core sizes were estimated from the geometrical average
between the major and minor FWHM measured by getsources in the
high-resolution column density map and deconvolved from the 18.′′2
HPBW resolution of the map. The 18.′′2 resolution at the distance
of 150 pc is indicated by the dashed line. Candidate prestellar cores
are plotted with circular symbols and unbound cores with crosses.
Colours indicate cores from the three regions: Lupus I (black), Lupus III
(red), Lupus IV (green). The solid line indicates the virial criterion
(MBE,crit/Mobs = 2), assuming T = 11 K and d = 150 pc; cores above
this line are considered robust candidate prestellar cores.
mass. Based on the results of these simulations, we estimate that
our Herschel census of candidate prestellar cores is complete at
90% level above a core mass of ∼0.1 M (see Fig. 5). A similar
completeness level for the Herschel prestellar cores catalogues
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Fig. 5. Completeness level for the synthetic prestellar cores sample
added to the Herschel maps as a function of the their mass. From this
plot we can estimate that our sample of candidate prestellar cores is
complete at 90% level above a core mass of ∼0.1 M.
was found in Taurus (Marsh et al. 2016) and in Corona Australis
(Bresnahan et al. 2018) which are at about the same distance of
Lupus.
5. YSOs/protostars catalogue
The protostars detected by Herschel in the FIR are objects in
different evolutionary stages. They span from extremely young
objects – that are still embedded in their parental envelopes and
have a strong FIR emission – to more evolved YSOs where the
envelopes have been mostly dissipated and the continuum emis-
sion is stronger at NIR–MIR wavelengths with only a residual
FIR contribution. Therefore, a correct classification of the evo-
lutionary stage of these types of YSOs/protostars requires us to
sample the SED as much as possible from NIR to FIR wave-
lengths. For this purpose, we matched our Herschel catalogue
of YSOs and protostars with other infrared catalogues. In par-
ticular, we searched for associations within a 6′′ radius in the
2Mass, Spitzer, and WISE catalogues and for most of the sources
in our catalogue we were able to build a SED spanning from 1.2
to 500 µm. These SEDs are shown in Fig. 6. In Table A.1 we
report the name of the Spitzer and WISE association, if present.
We took the 2Mass, Spitzer, and WISE fluxes of the associated
sources from the online catalogues by using the Infrared Sci-
ence Archive (IRSA)5. It is worth noting that in our catalogue
we identified some sources (4, 1, and 9 objects in Lupus I, III,
and IV, respectively) that are not present in the Spitzer-c2d cata-
logue of candidates YSOs, because of the wider area covered by
Herschel maps. Given the spectral range covered by the Herschel
instruments, they are particularly sensitive to protostars in the
younger evolutionary stages, namely Class 0 and I, still embed-
ded in a robust dusty envelope responsible for the FIR emission.
Consequently, they can miss the most tenuous, evolved YSOs
where their envelopes have started to dissipate. Therefore, the
Herschel YSOs/protostars catalogue is incomplete for Class II
and III objects.
5.1. SED classification
The shape of the SED is usually used to classify protostars in
evolutionary stages. Four evolutionary classes, Class I, Flat,
5 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
Class II, and Class III, have been defined by Greene et al. (1994)
from the original work of Lada & Wilking (1984), on the basis
of a spectral index α, where
α =
d(log(λFλ))
d(logλ)
(1)
is the slope, on log–log axes, of the SED between 2.2 and 24 µm.
To be consistent with the previous YSOs catalogue of Merin
et al. (2008) based on Spitzer data, we used the Spitzer-c2d lim-
its of α for the definition of the four classes (Evans et al. 2009).
For each source in our catalogue, we calculated α by using
a linear least-squares fit to all available data between 2.2 µm
(K band) and 24 µm (Spitzer-MIPS). We note that our α index
values can differ from those given in the c2d catalogue because
we include in the fits both Spitzer and WISE fluxes whenever
available. It is worth noting that Herschel measurements can
detect also protostars younger than Class I, the so-called Class 0
defined by André et al. (2000) as objects with Lsmm/Lbol ≥ 0.01,
where Lsmm is the luminosity at λ ≥ 350 µm. We, therefore, eval-
uated the Lsmm of our objects by performing a grey-body fit of
the Herschel fluxes at wavelengths ≥160 µm by using the same
opacity law used for dense cores (see Sect. 2) and integrating the
emission of the best grey-body fit at λ ≥ 350 µm. Moreover, for
all the YSOs/protostars of our Herschel catalogue, we calculated
the bolometric luminosity by integrating the observed SED in
the widest range of available wavelengths (shown in Fig. 6). Lbol,
Lsmm, α index, and evolutionary class are reported in Table 2.
5.2. SED fit
To better define the evolutionary statuses of the YSOs/protostars
of our catalogue, we compared their observed SEDs with the set
of synthetic SEDs produced by Robitaille (2017). These SEDs
are representative of YSOs spanning a wide range of evolution-
ary stages, from the youngest deeply embedded protostars to
pre-main-sequence stars with little or no disk contribution. The
full sample of Robitaille (2017) models is divided into 18 sets
where the three major elements that determine the SED of a
forming star, namely disk, envelope, and cavity, are present or
absent and modelled with a different profile. Given the complex-
ity of the model and the large number of input parameters, there
is some degeneracy among the synthetic SEDs so that the model
that best represents the observed SED is not simply the one with
the lowest χ2. In fact, if only one or a small number of mod-
els provides a good fit in a specific model set it means that the
parameters of such a set need to be fine-tuned to reproduce the
data. Hence, that set of models is more unlikely than a differ-
ent model set where a larger fraction of models can reproduce
the data because it requires less fine-tuning. Therefore, instead
of simply identifying the best-fit model as the one with the low-
est χ2, we identify the best model set as the one with the largest
number of good models, following the fitting procedure defined
Robitaille (2017) and described in Appendix B.
Given the large numbers of observed fluxes (from 11 to 18,
for most of the sources of our catalogue) and the wide wave-
length range, usually only a limited number of model sets are
able to reproduce the observed SED reasonably. In Fig. 6, we
show the observed SEDs of the 35 YSO/protostar candidates of
our catalogue for which the fitting procedure converged, together
with the model with the lowest χ2 among the most probable
model set. Moreover, in Table 2 we add three columns for three
possible input parameters of the SED models: one for the disk,
one for the envelope, and one for the cavity. When present, we
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Fig. 6. SED of the YSOs/protostars of the Herschel catalogue from NIR to FIR wavelengths. Triangles are upper limits. The best-fit model of the
SED fitting with the Robitaille (2017) synthetic SED is shown.
report the value of the three parameters of the best-fit model.
In fact, the presence or absence of these three elements in the
best fit model and their relative prominence can give a rough
indication of the evolutionary stage of the object. We provide
the range of input parameters of all the good models within the
best model set (see Appendix B).
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Fig. 6. continued.
6. Discussion
6.1. Comparison with the previous preliminary catalogue
The total number of detected compact sources (including both
starless cores and YSOs/protostars) listed in our catalogue (see
Table 1) is larger than that presented in the preliminary catalogue
of Rygl et al. (2013). This increase is not surprising since the
Rygl et al. (2013) preliminary catalogue was compiled on maps
produced with a different reduction method and using a differ-
ent source extraction and flux measurement tool (i.e. CuTEx)
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Fig. 6. continued.
and with more stringent criteria for source selection. Hence,
differences in the sources identification and classification are
expected (see Sect. 3.3). We performed the same analysis of
the star formation history done by Rygl et al. (2013) using our
more extended catalogue. Specifically, we calculated the ratios
of the numbers of observed sources in each evolutionary class
(prestellar cores, Class 0, and Class I) with respect to the
expected numbers in case of a constant star formation rate (SFR),
using the Class II as reference class. We assumed the same life-
times for each class used by Rygl et al. (2013). In Fig. 7 we show
the ratio of observed-to-expected objects numbers for the prestel-
lar cores, Class 0, and Class I objects in each cloud. Despite
the difference in absolute numbers with respect to the values
in Fig. 3 of Rygl et al. (2013), we find the same trend, con-
firming their results. For Lupus I we find an increasing SFR
with a particularly high ratio for prestellar cores, suggesting
that Lupus I is undergoing a major star formation event. Sim-
ilarly, for Lupus IV the observed number of prestellar cores
and Class 0 is higher than what expected for a constant SFR,
suggesting that the star formation has accelerated over the past
∼0.5 Myr. Conversely, in Lupus III the bulk of the star forma-
tion activity has already passed and has decelerated in the last
∼2 Myr, with a recent small increment of the prestellar cores
formation.
6.2. Spatial distribution of sources and cloud clumpiness
From Figs. 1–3, we see that the different categories of objects
identified by Herschel, namely unbound starless cores, prestel-
lar cores, and YSOs/protostars, are differently distributed across
the regions, with the prestellar cores clustered in spatially lim-
ited parts of the clouds, corresponding to the brighter and higher
column density filamentary regions, while the majority of the
lower column density filaments are populated by unbound star-
less cores. Conversely, YSOs are spread across the full cloud,
even in regions with very low column density and they cannot be
associated with any filament. To quantify this visual impression,
we calculated the percentages of association with filaments for
each of the three categories. We used the filaments identification
Fig. 7. Ratio of observed objects number for each evolutionary class
with respect to the expected number for a constant SFR. Values above
1 indicate an accelerating SFR. Values below 1 indicate a decelerating
SFR. Different symbols and colours are used for the ratios of the three
Lupus clouds, as in the legend.
presented in Paper I and considered that a source is associated
with a filament if its central position falls within the boundary of
the filament. We found different percentages of association for
the three type of sources. Only 26% of YSOs/protostars and the
36% of the unbound cores are associated with filaments while
almost all (94%) prestellar cores are within a filament, in par-
ticular close to its central, brightest crest. High percentages of
association with filaments for the prestellar cores are found also
in other star-forming regions within the HGBS project, showing
that filaments are the preferred place where the dense conden-
sations – that are the seeds of new stars – are formed (André
et al. 2014 and references therein). On the other hand, YSOs
have a lower probability to be associated with filaments because
this type of objects during their evolution from the prestellar
phase to the YSO phase have had time to migrate from their
original position and/or the filament where they were formed is
dissipated.
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Table 2. SED classification of the YSOs/protostars in our catalogue.
Name RA (J2000) Dec (J200) Lbol Lsmm α Class Mdiska ρenv0
b ρcav0
c
HGBS_YSO– (h m s) (◦ ′ ′′ ) (L) (L) (M) (g cm−3) (g cm−3)
LUPUS I
J153640.0-342145 15 36 40.0 −34 21 46.6 6.8e-01 1.7e-04 −0.071 Flat 3.052e-04 1.377e-21 2.442e-21
J153927.9-344616 15 39 28.0 −34 46 17.8 3.5e+00 9.1e-04 −0.826 II 8.815e-04 4.996e-23 1.159e-23
J154011.3-351522 15 40 11.3 −35 15 22.4 3.7e+02 0.0e+00 −1.820 III 3.318e-06 ... ...
J154017.6-324649 15 40 17.7 −32 46 49.1 4.7e-03 5.6e-05 0.649 I/0 2.754e-07 2.765e-19 1.813e-21
J154051.6-342102 15 40 51.6 −34 21 03.7 2.1e-02 1.9e-04 0.587 I 2.137e-02 8.265e-22 7.478e-23
J154302.3-340908 15 43 02.4 −34 09 08.2 2.9e-01 3.5e-02 1.469 0 ... 3.017e-18 1.519e-23
J154512.8-341729 15 45 12.9 −34 17 30.8 1.1e+01 7.5e-04 −0.637 II 7.914e-05 ... ...
J154529.8-342339 15 45 29.9 −34 23 39.2 2.3e-01 5.7e-03 −0.952 II/0 9.364e-02 1.244e-23 3.096e-23
J154644.6-343034 15 46 44.7 −34 30 35.9 2.6e+00 7.3e-04 −0.835 II 5.221e-05 3.589e-24 4.890e-22
LUPUS III
J160500.9-391301 16 05 01.0 −39 13 01.2 1.0e+03 0.0e+00 −2.625 III 5.243e-06 ... ...
J160708.4-391407 16 07 08.4 −39 14 08.7 7.4e-02 9.1e-04 0.018 Flat/0 7.356e-05 9.630e-24 ...
J160709.9-391102 16 07 10.0 −39 11 03.9 2.1e+00 3.2e-04 −0.894 II 2.619e-08 6.397e-20 2.907e-21
J160711.5-390347 16 07 11.5 −39 03 47.3 1.1e+00 7.8e-04 −1.910 III 1.406e-08 1.208e-21 2.167e-23
J160822.4-390445 16 08 22.4 −39 04 45.2 4.6e+00 1.2e-03 −0.464 II 1.017e-03 4.002e-22 4.129e-22
J160825.7-390600 16 08 25.7 −39 06 01.7 1.1e+00 1.3e-04 −0.627 II 5.053e-03 ... ...
J160829.6-390309 16 08 29.6 −39 03 10.8 1.4e-02 0.0e+00 0.721 I ... 1.769e-21 1.358e-22
J160830.7-382826 16 08 30.7 −38 28 26.5 3.8e+00 0.0e+00 −0.832 II 1.878e-02 1.952e-23 1.538e-22
J160834.1-390617 16 08 34.2 −39 06 17.4 1.8e+02 4.6e-04 −1.463 II no fit
J160836.1-392300 16 08 36.2 −39 23 01.9 3.3e+00 7.7e-03 −1.225 II 6.117e-02 3.771e-23 9.300e-23
J160854.5-393743 16 08 54.6 −39 37 43.5 2.8e+00 2.1e-03 −1.352 II 5.094e-02 ... ...
J160901.8-390511 16 09 01.8 −39 05 11.2 8.5e-01 0.0e+00 −0.447 II 6.486e-04 1.128e-23 5.924e-22
J160917.9-390453 16 09 17.9 −39 04 53.0 9.9e-02 1.5e-02 1.235 0 4.764e-06 1.235e-19 1.081e-22
J160948.5-391116 16 09 48.5 −39 11 16.4 1.8e+00 1.5e-04 −0.863 II 1.506e-04 ... ...
J161051.5-385314 16 10 51.5 −38 53 14.1 1.1e+00 2.2e-04 −1.015 II 2.380e-03 3.772e-23 2.516e-23
J161134.4-390008 16 11 34.4 −39 00 08.2 3.9e+01 3.6e-04 −1.572 II no fit
LUPUS IV
J155641.9-421925 15 56 42.0 −42 19 25.3 2.6e+01 1.9e-02 −0.749 II 8.610e-03 2.970e-19 1.009e-23
J155730.4-421032 15 57 30.5 −42 10 32.3 8.1e-01 1.3e-04 −0.549 II ... 3.093e-20 ...
J155746.6-423549 15 57 46.6 −42 35 50.8 9.4e-01 1.4e-03 −0.569 II 6.572e-03 4.594e-24 12.164e-22
J155916.5-415712 15 59 16.6 −41 57 12.2 2.6e+00 6.5e-04 −0.957 II 1.687e-02 ... ...
J160002.5-422216 16 00 02.5 −42 22 16.3 7.2e-01 4.8e-04 −1.124 II no fit
J160044.6-415530 16 00 44.6 −41 55 31.9 2.8e+00 1.1e-03 −0.502 II 1.368e-02 3.488e-24 3.113e-21
J160115.5-415233 16 01 15.6 −41 52 34.9 3.7e-02 3.0e-03 0.015 Flat/0 4.258e-08 1.126e-20 2.154e-23
J160234.6-421129 16 02 34.6 −42 11 29.3 3.8e-02 5.4e-05 −0.164 Flat 1.009e-03 1.153e-24 1.197e-22
J160329.2-414001 16 03 29.2 −41 40 01.2 4.1e-01 3.5e-04 −0.965 II 3.946e-04 1.768e-24 7.543e-21
J160403.0-413427 16 04 03.0 −41 34 27.1 3.4e+02 0.0e+00 ... ... 6.677e-04 ... ...
J160913.7-414430 16 09 13.7 −41 44 30.5 2.5e+01 0.0e+00 −1.170 II 1.031e-05 ... ...
J160956.3-420834 16 09 56.3 −42 08 34.2 5.7e+02 0.0e+00 ... ... 1.218e-04 ... ...
J161301.6-415255 16 13 01.7 −41 52 55.5 2.8e+01 0.0e+00 −2.772 III 5.518e-06 ... ...
Notes. Three parameters of the SED fit, disk mass (Mdisk), envelope density at the reference radius (ρenv0 ), and cavity density at the reference radius
(ρcav0 ), are listed to indicate the presence of a disk, envelope and cavity in the best-fit model of the observed SED, respectively. Objects for which
the SED fit fails are indicated with “no fit” in the eighth column. (a)Mdisk is the mass of the disk. (b)ρenv0 is the envelope density at the reference
radius r0 and it is serves to scale the envelope density. (c)ρcav0 is the constant density in the inner regions of the cavity where ρ
cav
0 is lower than the
envelope density; in the other regions, the cavity density is set to be equal to the envelope density.
We found that about one third of YSOs/protostars and
unbound cores (26% and 36%, respectively) are associated with
filaments, while almost all (94%) prestellar cores are associ-
ated with filaments. This behaviour is in line with one of the
main results of the Herschel photometric surveys of star-forming
regions that filaments are the preferred place where the dense
condensations – that are the seeds of new stars – are formed
(André et al. 2014 and references therein). The locations of the
different types of objects also show that star formation activity
is not uniformly distributed across the clouds. As examples, in
Lupus I the north-west part of the cloud is populated by only
starless cores; in Lupus III the majority of prestellar cores are
in the long brightest filament crossing the cloud east-west; and
in Lupus IV the prestellar cores are clustered in two locations
around RA of 16h01m00s and 16h08m00s.
The total number of starless cores (unbound plus prestellar)
in Lupus I is about three times that of the other two clouds,
suggesting a possible difference in the level of clumpiness of
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the three Lupus clouds. To estimate this level, we calculated the
number of starless cores per pc2 above a certain column den-
sity level for the three regions. We choose a column density
contour of 1.8× 1021 cm−2, corresponding to a visual extinction
of 2 mag, since it roughly corresponds to the border of the fil-
amentary clouds. Within this contour, we obtained 100 starless
cores per pc2 in Lupus I, 29 starless cores per pc2 in Lupus III,
and 52 starless cores per pc2 in Lupus IV. Therefore, in Lupus I
the number of starless cores per pc2 is a factor of 2 higher than in
Lupus IV and a factor 3.4 higher than in Lupus III, confirming
a higher level of clumpiness in the Lupus I cloud. To investi-
gate this aspect more deeply, we calculated another estimator
of the level of clumpiness, namely the projected distance from
the nearest neighbour. For the starless cores sample, we found
that the nearest-neighbour distance in Lupus I has the lowest
median value (0.07 pc), it has a slightly higher value (0.08 pc) in
Lupus IV, while in Lupus III we found the highest value (0.1 pc).
We then used the Kolmogoroff–Smirnov (K–S) test to compare
the distributions of the nearest-neighbour distance in the three
clouds to see at what level they are different. With this test, we
found that it is highly improbable that the nearest-neighbour dis-
tances of starless cores in Lupus I and III belong to the same
kind of distribution (K–S probability p = 0.0002). Similarly, we
found very low K–S probabilities when we compare the nearest-
neighbour distributions of Lupus I and Lupus IV (p= 0.01) and
Lupus III and Lupus IV (p= 0.13).
All the previous evidence indicates that Lupus I is the
cloud with the highest level of clumpiness. Since the Lupus sub
regions – in general – appear quite similar, we wonder what is the
origin of Lupus I’s higher level of clumpiness. One possibility
could be that it is at a younger evolutionary stage in terms of star
formation activity (Hughes et al. 1994; Benedettini et al. 2012;
Rygl et al. 2013). Indeed, a lower number of starless cores should
be a natural effect of the evolution of the star formation process.
In the absence of continuous infall of gas available for forming
new dense cores, the number of dense cores should decrease over
a typical time related to the core lifetime, due to the core dissi-
pation or evolution into protostars. The typical lifetime of the
Herschel starless cores estimated in the Aquila region is ∼1 Myr
(Könyves et al. 2015). In Lupus I, star formation activity at the
present epoch is proceeding at an increasing rate and the ages
of the stellar population are usually lower than 1 Myr (Hughes
et al. 1994). Therefore, the dense cores created since the onset
of the current star formation activity should be, on average, still
present. In contrast, in Lupus III we measured a decreasing SFR
rate at the present epoch, indicating that the bulk of the star for-
mation activity has passed. On average, the stars in Lupus III are
older than 4 Myr (Mortier et al. 2011), therefore they have an
age greater than the fiducial Herschel prestellar cores lifetime
(∼1 Myr), suggesting that most of the cores formed at the onset
of past major star formation events have already been vanished.
Another possibility is that the higher level of clumpiness of
Lupus I is a side effect of the collision of the flows from which
it was generated. Indeed, much evidence has been collected
(Tothill et al. 2009; Paper I; Gaczkowski et al. 2017) showing
that Lupus I could have been strongly influenced by colliding
flows generated by the expanding Upper-Scorpius H I shell and
the Upper Centaurus-Lupus wind bubble. Furthermore, theoret-
ical models have shown that shocked flows are a very efficient
mechanism for the formation of filaments and the density per-
turbations that generate dense cores in molecular clouds (e.g.
Padoan et al. 2001; Heitsch & Hartmann 2008; Inutsuka et al.
2015). Conversely, the cloud material in Lupus III and IV, even
though they belong to the same molecular complex as Lupus I,
Fig. 8. Histogram of the background column density for the sample of
unbound cores (dashed line) and prestellar cores (solid line).
have not been affected by the expanding shells, and so have not
yet experienced any major collision.
6.3. About the existence of a column density threshold for the
formation of prestellar cores
In Fig. 8, we show the histograms of unbound cores and prestel-
lar cores as function of their local background H2 column den-
sity. The distributions of the two categories are well separated.
Unbound starless cores are found over lower column density
backgrounds (from ∼1020 to ∼6× 1021 cm−2), while prestellar
cores are found above a background of N(H2) > 8× 1020 cm−2
with a modal value corresponding to ∼4 mag of visual extinction,
assuming the Bohlin et al. (1978) conversion factor N(H2)/AV =
9.4× 1020 (cm−2 mag−1).
The fragmentation of filaments in roundish cores is a key
step of the passage of material from clouds to stars, yet it
seems that only cores above a certain background H2 column
density threshold become gravitationally bound and eventually
evolve into protostars. Theoretically, a column density threshold
is expected since in low density environments material is not well
shielded from the interstellar radiation field and correspondingly
its ionisation fraction is high. In this case, the magnetic pressure
becomes efficient in opposing gravitational collapse and limit-
ing the formation of substructures (McKee 1989). In the last few
decades, some observational evidence for the existence of an H2
column density threshold for star formation has been collected
from millimetre and submillimetre surveys of dense cores cor-
related to NIR extinction maps (Onishi et al. 1998; Johnstone
et al. 2004; Kirk et al. 2006). These surveys, however, suffer from
severe limitations, including their limited capability in probing
the full population of dense cores, their limited dynamical range,
and the different tracers used to detect the cores and estimate
the visual extinction. In this respect, the Herschel data represent
a step forward since they have the advantages of being able to
probe prestellar cores and their underlying background simulta-
neously and of being more sensitive to the detection of dense
cores, reaching the level of completeness for core masses above
∼0.1 M (Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al. 2016; Bresnahan
et al. 2018).
In earlier analyses of Herschel catalogues, the visual extinc-
tion threshold for star formation was defined as the background
level above which 90% of prestellar cores are found. Values of
about 7 and 6 mag were found for Aquila and Taurus, respec-
tively (Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al. 2016). Ground-based
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estimates of the threshold are available only for a handful of
regions and a large range of values were found for different
regions, for example, from ∼5 mag in Perseus (Kirk et al. 2006)
to ∼9 mag in Taurus (Onishi et al. 1998). In Lupus, we find a
threshold of ∼2 mag, meaning that 90% of prestellar cores lie
on a background higher than this threshold. Even considering
the large uncertainties affecting our H2 column densities, which
could be underestimated by up to factor of 2, the visual extinc-
tion threshold found in Lupus is lower than those measured in
other star-forming clouds so far.
It is worth noting that Lupus is a peculiar star-forming cloud
complex in term of mass density. For example, it is characterised
by very low column densities both for its diffuse medium and
for its denser material assembled in filaments. More specifically,
the probability distribution function of column density (PDF)
in Lupus has a peak equivalent to a visual extinction of less
than 1 mag, the lowest value found so far in PDF analyses of
star-forming clouds based on Herschel data, that usually peak at
visual extinctions larger than 1.5 mag (Paper I). Moreover, the
Lupus filaments have average column densities at the lower end
of the distribution of filaments column densities found in other
clouds (Paper I; Arzoumanian et al. 2013). Despite these lower
column densities, star formation is ongoing in the Lupus I, III,
and IV clouds and we find robust candidate prestellar cores
even on backgrounds levels lower than what is usually found in
other clouds. The presence of dense cores, some of which have
been considered prestellar, in cloud regions of Av . 5 mag has
been observed not only in Lupus but also in Perseus (Hatchell
et al. 2005) and Taurus (Marsh et al. 2016). Therefore, the
column density threshold should be interpreted more as a level
over which a higher probability exists to find prestellar cores
rather than a stringent limit under which star formation is
inhibited (Hatchell et al. 2005; Lada et al. 2010; André et al.
2014; Könyves et al. 2015). Moreover, the fact that different
values of the threshold are found in different star-forming
clouds is an indication that the star formation column density
threshold, if it exists, might depend on the local properties of
the host cloud such as the strength of its magnetic field, the
local radiation field, and its non-thermal velocity dispersion. In
fact, these properties control the mechanisms that can provide
support against gravitational collapse, such as the magnetic
pressure mediated by collisions between neutrals and ions and
the turbulent motions that supply non-thermal pressure support.
This conclusion is also supported by the results of an alterna-
tive method to look for the possible presence of a star formation
threshold in GMCs that is to investigate the relation between
the surface densities of the SFR and gas mass, namely the
Schmidt conjecture. By applying the Bayesian method devel-
oped by Lombardi et al. (2013) to four GMCs, Lada et al. (2013)
studied the power-law relation between the protostellar surface
density distribution derived from Spitzer catalogues of proto-
stars and the dust surface density distribution measured by the
extinction maps derived from 2MASS data. They found that
there is no star formation threshold for two clouds, Orion A and
Taurus, while for the other two clouds, Orion B and California,
data are compatible with the possible presence of a threshold,
even if with a large degree of uncertainty.
6.4. Prestellar cores associated with filaments on average
thermally subcritical
In Paper I, we highlighted that the majority of filaments found
in Lupus have a mass per unit length lower than the maximum
value needed to be thermally supported. This critical value for
(the com-
pleteness limit) and 0.7 M
Fig. 9. Distribution of the average mass per unit length of the fila-
ment branches (solid line). Dashed line represents the subset of filament
branches associated with prestellar cores. The vertical bar indicates
the critical value of 16 M pc−1 for radial gravitational collapse of a
cylindrical, isothermal filament with a temperature of 10 K.
isothermal infinite cylindrical filaments with a typical temper-
ature of 10 K, confined by the external pressure of the ambient
medium, is ∼16 M pc−1 (see Fig. 9). Previous studies (André
et al. 2010, 2014; Arzoumanian et al. 2011) have suggested that
only filaments with masses per unit length above this critical
value are primarily associated with star formation activity. In
Lupus, however, there is evident star formation activity even
though the large majority of filaments are subcritical. More
specifically, we find that subcritical filaments contain prestellar
core candidates in which new stars may form (see Fig. 9).
We stress that this finding is still valid even if we consider
the large uncertainty associated with the mass estimates of both
filaments and cores. In Paper I we estimated the mass per unit
length of a filament by assuming that the total mass measured in
the structure was uniformly distributed along the entire structure,
meaning that we give the average value along the filament. On
the other hand, other studies use a different measure to estimate
mass per unit length, considering the average H2 column density
of only the denser central part of the filament. The two values
differ by a factor of about 1.5, well below the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the filament column density (Schisano et al. 2014;
Paper I).
In Lupus, the fact that prestellar cores are observed in some
of its supposedly globally subcritical filaments is a indication
that the condition of overdensity needed to activate gravitational
collapse can be reached only locally and is not necessarily a
global property of the filament. Indeed, filaments are highly
irregular structures with significant fluctuations of brightness
and column density along the principal spine (Schisano et al.
2014; Paper I). We conclude that in a low column density regime,
such as that of the Lupus clouds, the average mass per unit length
is not a good parameter for identifying those filaments where star
formation primarily takes place, since a significant fraction of
stars may form along filaments that are globally subcritical.
6.5. Core mass function
In Fig. 10, we show histograms of the temperatures and masses
of the prestellar cores sample for the three Lupus clouds. The
temperature distribution is very similar in the three clouds,
ranging between 7 and 13 K with a median value around 10 K.
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(the com-
pleteness limit) and 0.7 M
Fig. 10. Normalised distribution of the temperature (left panel) and
mass (right panel) of the population of prestellar cores in the three
Lupus clouds. On the y-axis, the number of objects per bin relative to
the total number of prestellar cores in each cloud is reported.
These values are typical values for the prestellar cores identi-
fied from Herschel data of both low- and high-mass star-forming
regions (e.g. Giannini et al. 2012; Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh
et al. 2016; Rayner et al. 2017). Temperatures around 10 K
are also the typical values for gas kinetic temperature and dust
temperature derived in starless dense cores from single-dish
submillimetre observations (e.g. Tafalla et al. 2002; Foster et al.
2009; Keown et al. 2017). As noted earlier in Sect. 4.1, however,
the temperature derived from SED fitting of Herschel data is an
averaged temperature. Indeed, interferometric observations have
shown that dense starless cores are not isothermal and have tem-
peratures that drop below 10 K at the core centre (e.g. Tafalla
et al. 2004; Crapsi et al. 2007). Furthermore, in the outer regions
of cores, where density and shielding from the external radi-
ation field are smaller, the gas and dust temperatures become
uncoupled (Galli et al. 2002).
The mass distributions of prestellar cores span a similar
range for the three Lupus clouds, with median values of the core
masses in the three clouds of 0.17, 0.38, and 0.22 M for Lupus I,
III, and IV, respectively. The similar ranges spanned by the tem-
perature and mass distributions of prestellar cores in the three
Lupus clouds allow us to merge the three samples, and improve
the statistical relevance of subsequent analysis.
In Fig. 11, we show the core mass function (CMF) of the
total sample of Lupus prestellar cores and that of the robust
subsample. A change of the slope of the distribution is present
around 0.7 M, and, in particular the distribution of the robust
prestellar cores, becomes almost flat between 0.1 M (the
completeness limit) and 0.7 M, with a small peak around 0.2–
0.3 M. This shape resembles that of the CMF derived from
the Herschel data in Taurus (Marsh et al. 2016), a cloud quite
similar to Lupus in terms of both mass range and total num-
ber of prestellar cores. The evidence of a possible flattening or
break near a mass of about 0.5 M is also found in the dense
cores mass functions derived from ground-based submillime-
tre surveys (e.g. Motte et al. 1998; Alves et al. 2007; Enoch et
al. 2008). The CMFs derived within the HGBS consortium for
Aquila and Taurus are well described by log-normal functions
(Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al. 2016). The log-normal fit to
the Lupus CMF of the robust sample, for core masses above the
estimated completeness limit ∼0.1 M, is shown in Fig. 11. The
best-fit function has a central mass of (0.25± 0.04) M and a
standard deviation of 0.55± 0.04, the same values of the log-
normal parameters of the stellar initial mass function (IMF) for
multiple systems with masses between 0.12 and 1 M (Chabrier
2005). The K–S test performed on the cumulative distribution
confirms that the observed CMF has a log-normal form with
&A proofs:
FIR data
is a valid tool for detecting such objects and in our catalogue
we find several candidates. Three of them, (HGBS_YSO-
J160711.5-390347, HGBS_YSO-J160854.5-393743, and
HGBS_YSO-J161051.5-385314) have been previously classi-
fied as transitional disks by Bustamante et al. (2015). Eleven
other objects in our catalogue (HGBS_YSO-J153927.9-344616,
HGBS_YSO-J154512.8-341729, HGBS_YSO-J160709.9-
391102, HGBS_YSO-J160822.4-390445, HGBS_YSO-
J160825.7-390600, HGBS_YSO-J160829.6-390309,
HGBS_YSO-J160836.1-392300, HGBS_YSO-J160948.5-
391116, HGBS_YSO-J160002.5-422216, HGBS_YSO-
J160044.6-415530, HGBS_YSO-J160329.2-414001) were
also analysed by Bustamante et al. (2015) and though not
confirmed as transitional disk candidates they were classified
simply as objects with infrared excesses higher than the median
value. Our SED fitting results (see Table 2) confirm these
sources as Class II objects with a disk where the detected
infrared emission can be ascribed to a residual envelope.
Finally, three objects in our YSOs
Fig. 11. Core mass function of the total sample of prestellar cores
detected in the three Lupus clouds (solid line) and that of the robust
sub-sample (dashed line). The dashed-dotted line is the log-normal
fit, with central mass of (0.25± 0.04) M and a standard deviation of
0.55± 0.04. The vertical line indicates the completeness limit of the
prestellar cores sample.
99% of probability. We recall that, for the high mass tail of the
distribution, the statistics are quite poor and the uncertainties on
the mass estimate are large; therefore, the real shape of the CMF
for masses larger than 1 M cannot be robustly constrained.
The similarity of the shape of the CMF and IMF suggests
that the prestellar cores identified in the Herschel catalogue
may evolve into single stars on a one-to-one basis. Under this
hypothesis, the scaling factor in the mass axis between the
two distributions is interpreted in terms of star formation effi-
ciency , where Mstar = Mcore, and it can be estimated from the
ratio of the peak of the two distributions. For the Lupus complex,
the real peak of the CMF is difficult to define since the histogram
of the robust prestallar cores sample is almost flat between 0.1
and 0.7 M. However, if we consider the peak of the log-normal
best fit that has the same value of the Chabrier (2005) IMF,
we found that the star formation efficiency might be extremely
high, close to 100%, much higher than the ∼40% found in Aquila
(Könyves et al. 2015). This result is confirmed also if we compare
the Herschel CMF with the distribution of the masses of a sam-
ple of class II YSOs in Lupus (Alcalá et al. 2017): the range of the
stellar masses are similar to the ones of the Herschel prestellar
cores and the peak of the stellar masses distribution is between
0.2 and 0.3 M. A star formation efficiency close to 100% is,
however, difficult to justify from a physical point of view since
the accretion phase of a protostar is associated with significant
mass loss through jet and outflow. Probably, we are systemati-
cally underestimating the mass of the Herschel prestellar cores.
Of all the sources of uncertainty of our prestellar core mass esti-
mate described in Sect. 4.1, the only ones that can produce a
systematic shift towards lower masses are the distance and the
dust opacity law. If we assume as distance for all the three clouds
the upper limit of the distance estimates, namely d = 200 pc (see
Sect. 1), the correspondent CMF would peak at ∼0.48 M with a
resulting star formation efficiency of ∼50%, more similar to that
found in Aquila. However, the new Gaia DR 2 distances point
towards a distance closer to 150 pc for the three clouds, rather
than 200 pc. More likely, the opacity law we adopted (see Sect. 2)
might be not fully appropriate for the low-mass regime of the
Lupus cores. Indeed, in Paper I we have already discussed that
κ300 = 0.1 cm2g−1 – the standard value of the dust opacity at the
reference wavelength assumed in the HGBS consortium – could
be too high for the H2 column density range of the Lupus clouds
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and that halving the opacity would reconcile our column density
maps to the visual extinction maps. Similarly, reducing the κ300
by a factor of 2 would produce a CMF almost flat between 0.2
and 0.6 M. In this case, the shape of CMF is still compatible
with the log-normal form with 88% probability and the best-fit
function has a central mass of (0.34± 0.05) M, corresponding
to  & 60%, and a standard deviation of 0.41± 0.05.
6.6. YSOs/protostars
Herschel instruments are particularly sensitive to protostars in
the younger evolutionary stages, namely Class 0 and I objects,
still embedded in substantial dusty envelopes responsible for
the FIR emission. In contrast, they can miss the most ten-
uous, evolved YSOs where the envelope starts to dissipate.
Therefore, Herschel data make possible the identification and
correct classification of Class 0 and Class I objects more effi-
ciently than previously, but YSOs/protostars catalogues based on
only Herschel data can be largely incomplete for Class II and
III objects. Despite this shortcoming, the Herschel catalogue is
a vital complement to previous YSOs catalogues of the region,
in particular that based on Spitzer-c2d data (Merin et al. 2008),
because the Herschel maps cover a larger area of sky with
respect to the Spitzer maps and because it provides FIR fluxes
not available in other catalogues. Indeed, the addition of the
Herschel FIR fluxes to the previously known NIR–MIR SEDs is
important to estimate the properties of the possible circumstel-
lar envelopes. Such info significantly improves the evolutionary
classifications of objects based on their SED shapes, especially
for the younger protostars.
Some of the more evolved objects (Class II and III) in our
catalogue lack excess emission at MIR wavelengths (typically
around 8–24 µm), but present considerable emission at longer
wavelengths. This kind of object, originally discovered by Strom
et al. (1989) with IRAS data, evolved YSOs with transitional
disks, that are optically thick and gas-rich protoplanetary disks
with astronomical unit-scale inner disk clearings or radial
gaps. The union of the MIR and Herschel FIR data is a valid
tool for detecting such objects and in our catalogue we find
several candidates. Three of them (HGBS_YSO–J160711.5-
390347, HGBS_YSO–J160854.5-393743, and HGBS_YSO–
J161051.5-385314) have been previously classified as transitional
disks by Bustamante et al. (2015). Eleven other objects in
our catalogue (HGBS_YSO–J153927.9-344616, HGBS_YSO–
J154512.8-341729, HGBS_YSO–J160709.9-391102, HGBS_
YSO–J160822.4-390445, HGBS_YSO–J160825.7-390600,
HGBS_YSO–J160829.6-390309, HGBS_YSO–J160836.1-
392300, HGBS_YSO-J160948.5-391116, HGBS_YSO–J160002.
5-422216, HGBS_YSO–J160044.6-415530, HGBS_YSO–
J160329.2-414001) were also analysed by Bustamante et al.
(2015) and though not confirmed as transitional disk candidates,
they were classified simply as objects with infrared excesses
higher than the median value. Our SED fitting results (see Table
2) confirm these sources as Class II objects with a disk where the
detected infrared emission can be ascribed to a residual envelope.
Finally, three objects in our YSOs/protostars catalogue, namely
HGBS_YSO–J153640.0-3421145, HGBS_YSO–J160830.7-
382826, HGBS_YSO–J155730.4-421032, from the shape of
their SED, are new good candidate YSOs with transitional disks,
not present in the list of objects analysed by Bustamante et al.
(2015).
We classified the evolutionary state of the YSOs/protostars
of the Herschel catalogue by using two indicators: the α index,
as used in the Spitzer-c2d catalogue, and the SED fitting. With
the latter, we can estimate the presence of three key components
of the early phase of the star formation, namely the envelope, the
bipolar cavity opened by the outflow, and the disk, whose rel-
evance changes during the evolutionary process. In general, we
found that the evolutionary class indicated by the two methods is
in agreement (see Table 2). In Appendix C, however, we discuss
the few cases where we do not find full agreement.
7. Summary and conclusions
The nearby star-forming clouds of the Lupus complex have
been mapped in five photometric bands at 70, 160, 250, 350,
and 500 µm with Herschel photometric instruments within the
HGBS key project. In this paper, we presented the catalogues
of dense cores and YSOs/protostars in Lupus I, III, and IV,
compiled from the extraction of compact sources in the five
Herschel maps. Two dedicated procedures for sources extrac-
tion and selection have been applied, optimised for dense cores
and protostars, respectively. A total of 532 dense cores and
38 YSOs/protostars have been identified in the maps. Cata-
logues, listing their measured properties, namely position, flux
density and size at each band, are supplied. In addition, we also
provide catalogues of the physical properties listing mass, tem-
perature, radius, column density, and average volume density
for the dense cores and bolometric luminosity, FIR luminosity,
α spectral index, and evolutionary class for the protostars.
The physical properties of the starless dense cores were esti-
mated by fitting the observed SEDs with a grey-body function.
The comparison of the measured mass with the BE mass was
used to select a sample of 103 candidates prestellar cores, com-
plete down to masses of ∼0.1 M. Almost all the prestellar cores
are associated with the brightest filamentary structures of the
clouds, confirming one of the main results of the Herschel pho-
tometric surveys of star-forming regions, that filaments are the
preferred place for the formation of the dense condensations that
will evolve in new stars. Conversely, we found that only about
one third of the starless cores and YSOs/protostars are associated
with filaments. In Lupus I, we found a higher level of clumpiness
of cores, possibly due to its younger evolutionary stage in terms
of star formation activity.
In Lupus, we found robust prestellar core candidates even in
regions with background column density lower than that mea-
sured in other star-forming regions so far. In particular, we found
that 90% of prestellar cores lie on a background higher than
a visual extinction threshold of about 2 mag. In other clouds,
most of which have typical prestellar core masses higher than
the Lupus ones, values of this background threshold from 5 to
9 mag were found. The lower limit of the column density back-
ground is often interpreted as a column density threshold for the
star formation, however the large variability of its value found
in several star-forming regions indicates that this limit should be
interpreted more as a higher probability to find prestellar cores
in the parts of the molecular clouds with column densities above
it rather than a stringent limit under which the star formation is
inhibited. Moreover, its value might depend on the local prop-
erties of the single star-forming cloud such as the strength of
its magnetic field, its radiation field, and its typical non-thermal
velocity dispersion.
Overall, the analysis of the prestellar cores catalogue indi-
cates that the physical properties of the Lupus sample are similar
to those of other regions studied with Herschel. One peculiar
characteristic is the significant number of prestellar condensa-
tions with very low mass (.0.2 M), in line with the low column
density of its ISM and with the low mass of its main sequence
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stars. We derived the CMF of the prestellar cores total sample.
The CMF of the robust prestellar cores has a log-normal form
with a peak between 0.2 and 0.3 M; this implies a very high
efficiency in the conversion of the prestallar core mass into the
stellar mass that could be an indication that we are underestimat-
ing the prestallar core masses of the Lupus clouds. Anyway, the
Lupus CMF shape is consistent with previous findings for other
star-forming clouds and with the stellar systems IMF.
Noticeably, in the Lupus star-forming regions, we found that
the majority of filaments that contain prestellar cores have aver-
age masses per unit length below the maximum value possible
for thermal support. For such low-column-density filaments, the
mass per unit length averaged along the full filament is not a
good parameter for identifying star-forming filaments.
The physical properties of the YSOs/protostars were esti-
mated by building their SEDs over a wide wavelength range,
from NIR to FIR wavelengths and fitting the SED with a set of
theoretical models. With the SED fitting, we gauged the possi-
ble presence around the protostar of three key components of the
early phase of star formation: the envelope, the bipolar cavity
opened by the outflow, and the disk, whose relevance changes
during the evolutionary process. We provide the range of input
parameters of the models with good fit to the observed SEDs. We
estimated the evolutionary status of the YSOs/protostars using
two indicators: the α spectral index and the result of the SED
fitting. For about 70% of the objects, the evolutionary stages
derived with the two methods agree.
The Herschel catalogue of YSOs/protostars, although
incomplete for objects in the later evolutionary stages, adds high
value to previous catalogues because the addition of FIR fluxes
to the previously known NIR–MIR SEDs largely improves the
identification and evolutionary classification of the younger pro-
tostars based on their SED shape, allowing estimates to be made
of the properties of the possible circumstellar envelope. More-
over, our Herschel YSOs/protostars catalogue of the Lupus I,
III, and IV regions includes objects not present in previous cata-
logues and identifies new candidates of Class 0 objects and YSOs
with transitional disks.
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Appendix A: Dense cores and YSOs/protostars
catalogues identified in Lupus I, III, and IV based
on Herschel data
Fig. A.1. 2′ × 2′ cuts of the Herschel images at 70, 160, 250, 350, and 500 µm and high-resolution column density map (in this order)
centred on the HGBS–J153809.7-34074 dense core of our catalogue that has been classified as an unbound starless core. Green ellipses rep-
resent the estimated FWHM sizes of the core at each wavelength. Similar images for all the dense cores in our catalogues are provided at
http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives.
We extracted dense cores and YSOs/protostars in the five
Herschel maps of the Lupus I, III, and IV molecular clouds.
As examples, in Figs. A.1–A.3, we show 2′ × 2′ maps at
70, 160, 250, 350, and 500 µm and the high-resolution col-
umn density map for an unbound starless core, a prestel-
lar core, and a protostar, respectively. Similar images for
all the sources in our catalogues are provided at http://
gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives. The complete cat-
alogues of dense cores and YSOs/protostars as well as the
physical catalogues are available at the CDS. Here, we pro-
vide a few lines of the catalogues to show the entries we
provide. In Table A.1, we list the source name and position
together with flux density measurements and FWHM at each
band as measured in the maps. The physical properties of dense
cores, both unbound and prestellar, are derived from SED fit-
ting at the Herschel bands performed as explained in Sect. 4.1.
In Fig. A.4, we show the SED best fit for two sources, a
similar image for all the dense cores in our catalogues is pro-
vided at http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives.
For the unbound starless core HGBS–J153809.7-34074 (left
panel of Fig. A.4), it is possible to find a theoretical SED that
not only fits very well the fluxes in the SPIRE bands, but is
also perfectly compatible with the flux upper limits in the PACS
bands. For the prestellar core HGBS–J154024.0-33373, however,
the 160 µm upper limit is clearly incompatible with the SPIRE
fluxes (see the central panel of Fig. A.4). No theoretical SED has
a shape that can fit both the observed fluxes and upper limits at
the same time. Clearly, it is highly debatable that one upper limit
counts more than three fluxes, and in any case the upper limit
also has its own uncertainty.
In building the SEDs, we put an upper limit to the flux at
a given wavelength when the source is not visible in any clean
single scales from getsources (Men’shchikov et al. 2012). In this
case the flux derived at the measurement stage is very uncertain.
When an upper limit is too stringent and does not agree with
the fluxes at the other bands, as for source HGBS–J154024.0-
33373, we put the SIG_MON parameter of the getsources output
to a very low value, that is 9.999E-30. When this happen the
ellipse that shows the geometrical properties of the source at
the given band is shown in red, as shown in Fig. A.2, to
warn the reader that the flux is very uncertain. Since each
SIG_MON provides the weight of the respective measurement in
the SED fitting procedure, and since for valid fluxes this value
is always higher than a few units, it is clear that a flux that
has a weight 30 or more orders of magnitude smaller than the
other fluxes does not play any role in determining the best-
fit SED. This change, however, has the important consequence
that the upper limit does not longer constrain the shape of the
SED.
The result of using a flux with a very low weight instead of
an upper limit is shown in the right panel of Fig. A.4. Now the
best-fit SED reproduces very well the fluxes at all wavelengths.
We note that the agreement with the 160 µm datum is by chance,
probably because even if getsources was not able to detect the
source, it could nonetheless make a valid estimate of its flux. In
other cases, however, the datum at 160 µm is not compatible with
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Fig. A.2. Same as Fig. A.1 for the HGBS–J154024.0-33373 dense core of our catalogue that has been classified as a prestellar core. Red ellipse
indicates an uncertain flux estimate (see text for details).
Fig. A.3. Same as Fig. A.1 for the protostar HGBS_YSO–J160044.6-415530. Similar images for all the YSOs/protostrs in our cata-
logues are provided at the following URLs: https://owncloud.ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/TiJtzW5gWo3YwKA, https://owncloud.
ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/LHfkSLF0pI63icB, https://owncloud.ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/TMnYDhv9uj1mNHg, for Lupus I, III and
IV, respectively.
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Fig. A.4. Grey-body fit to the SED at the Herschel bands for sources HGBS–J153809.7-34074 (left panel) and HGBS–J154024.0-33373 (central
and right panels) of the dense cores catalogue. Figures of the observed SED and the grey-body fit for all the dense cores in our catalogues are
provided at http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives. Upper limits are indicated with green arrows. Source HGBS–J154024.0-33373
was not detected at 160 µm. In the central panel, we show the best SED fit that respects the upper limit at this wavelength: we cannot find any
grey-body model that fits the SPIRE fluxes and the PACS upper limits at the same time. In the right panel, the 160 µm upper limit is relaxed (see
text in Appendix A) and flux with a very low weight is used in the fitting. Now we can find a very good fit to the observed SED.
the best-fit SED, because its weight in the fitting procedure is so
low that it is as if that flux does not count.
The fact that the grey-body model now fits well the data has,
of course, important consequences on the physical parameters
of the source. In general, we found that the temperature derived
when we impose that the fit is consistent with the 160 µm upper
limit is around 7–9 K, much lower than the average tempera-
ture of about 12 K, showing that this upper limit cannot be used.
In the particular case of source HGBS–J154024.0-33373, con-
sidering the upper limit at 160 µm results in T = 9.05+0.04−0.03 K
and M = 0.337 ± 0.023M. When the upper limit is not taken
into account (again stressing that this does not mean that we
are using the 160 µm flux, but that we are not considering it
as a stringent upper limit), the parameters are T = 10.99+0.08−0.07 K
and M = 0.159 ± 0.010M. The latter temperature is now much
more similar to the average value and the mass is less than 50%
the value found when considering the upper limit.
The results of the SED fits for all sources, namely physical
radius, mass, SED dust temperature, peak column density at the
resolution of the 500 µm data, average column density, peak vol-
ume density, and average density are given in Table A.2 for the
dense cores catalogue.
Appendix B: YSOs SED fitting
The Robitaille (2017) synthetic SEDs are divided into 18 sets
of models where the central source may or may not be asso-
ciated with a disk, a circumstellar envelope, a bipolar cavity
and an ambient medium. Each set of models represents a dif-
ferent combination of these components and each component is
described by several input parameters. The detailed description
of the physics of each component and its physical parameters
can be found in Robitaille (2017), and here we briefly report the
list of the free input parameters of the models. All free parame-
ters are uniformly sampled within an allowed range. The central
star, present in all models, is a spherical source and is defined
by a stellar radius R? and an effective temperature T?. The pas-
sive flared disk has a density distribution that is defined by the
disk dust mass Mdisk, the inner and outer radii Rdiskmin and R
disk
max,
respectively, the surface density radial exponent pdisk, the disk
flaring exponent βdisk, and the disk scale height h100AU. Two
types of envelopes are included in the models: the first is a
spherically symmetric power-law envelope, and the second is a
rotationally flattened envelope as defined by Ulrich (1976). For
both envelope components, the envelope is truncated at the inner
radius Renvmin, and extends all the way to the edge of the grid. The
free parameters are the envelope density scaling ρenv0 , the radial
exponent γenv in the case of the power-law envelope, and the
centrifugal radius Rc in the case of the Ulrich envelope. The
bipolar cavity, present only in models where an envelope com-
ponent is also present, is defined by the power-law exponent of
the cavity opening ccav, the opening angle θcav0 , and the density
inside the cavity is set to ρcav0 or the envelope density, whichever
is lowest. In several models an ambient medium is added with
dust density of ρamb = 10−23 g cm−3 and temperature Tamb = 10 K.
Each model was computed for nine viewing angles randomly
sampled between 0◦ and 90◦.
To determine which model best represents the observed SED,
we follow the fitting procedure described in Robitaille (2017).
We define a “good” model as one with
χ2 − χ2best < 9ndata, (B.1)
where χ2best is the lowest χ
2 among all model sets and ndata is
the number of data points in the observed SED. We then define
the probability of a model set P as the ratio between the number
of good models Ngood and the total number of models with the
set N
P =
Ngood
N
. (B.2)
Finally, we assign a score to each set of models as the ratio of P
to the mean of the P values for all model sets. A higher relative
score indicates a more likely model, therefore we consider as the
best model set the one with the highest score.
In Table B.1, for each object of our Herschel
YSOs/protostars catalogue, we report the model set with
the highest score, using the same nomenclature of Robitaille
(2017), and we indicate which of the four model components are
included in the best models set. In addition, for all the objects
we provide, in electronic form, files with the range of physical
parameters of all the good models within the best model set
and figures of the synthetic SED of the models with the best χ2
for all 18 sets of models of Robitaille (2017). This material is
provided at the following URLs:
https://owncloud.ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/
aVkJ07nYKVj9FlD,
https://owncloud.ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/
SxkNLXMi9iMIFYd,
https://owncloud.ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/
zUvSRoLLX2CktO8,
https://owncloud.ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/
CDQFjFPPJeXu2v1,
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Table B.1. List of the most probable set of models for the YSOs/protostars of our catalogue fitted with the Robitaille (2017) model.
Source ndata Best model set Score Disk Envelope Cavity Ambient Inner radius
LUPUS I
HGBS_YSO–J153640.0-342145 11 spubhmi 18.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J153927.9-344616 18 spubhmi 14.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J154011.3-351522 8 sp–h-i 10.8 Yes No No No Variable
HGBS_YSO–J154017.6-324649 9 spubhmi 11.5 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J154051.6-342102 12 spubhmi 18.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J154302.3-340908 13 s-pbsmi 18.0 No Power-law Yes Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J154512.8-341729 15 sp–s-i 18.0 Yes No No No Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J154529.8-342339 18 spubsmi 12.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J154644.6-343034 12 spubsmi 8.2 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Rsub
LUPUS III
HGBS_YSO–J160500.9-391301 5 sp–s-i 18.0 Passive No No No Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160708.4-391407 18 spu-smi 8.0 Passive Ulrich No Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160709.9-391102 18 spubsmi 13.5 Passive Ulrich Yes Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160711.5-390347 18 spubhmi 12.0 Passive Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160822.4-390445 18 spubhmi 18.0 Passive Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160825.7-390600 17 sp–s-i 10.3 Passive No No No Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160829.6-390309 15 s-pbhmi 18.0 No Power-law Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160830.7-382826 11 spubhmi 18.0 Passive Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160836.1-392300 18 sp–smi 18.0 Passive No No Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160854.5-393743 13 s-pbsmi 18.0 No Power-law Yes Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160901.8-390511 15 spubsmi 6.0 Passive Ulrich Yes Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160917.9-390453 14 spubhmi 18.0 Passive Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160948.5-391116 17 sp–s-i 18.0 Passive No No No Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J161051.5-385314 18 spubsmi 8.4 Passive Ulrich Yes Yes Rsub
LUPUS IV
HGBS_YSO–J155641.9-421925 11 spubsmi 18.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J155730.4-421032 11 s-u-hmi 14.4 No Ulrich No Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J155746.6-423549 12 spubsmi 9.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J155916.5-415712 12 sp–smi 9.0 Yes No No Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160044.6-415530 18 spubhmi 18.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160115.5-415233 18 spubhmi 7.2 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160234.6-421129 14 spubhmi 6.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160329.2-414001 13 spubsmi 6.0 Yes Ulrich Yes Yes Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160403.0-413427 7 sp–h-i 18.0 Yes No No No Variable
HGBS_YSO–J160913.7-414430 8 sp–s-i 18.0 Yes No No No Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J160956.3-420834 6 sp–s-i 18.0 Yes No No No Rsub
HGBS_YSO–J161301.6-415255 9 sp–h-i 18.0 Yes No No No Variable
Notes. The names of the sets of models are those defined in Robitaille (2017). For each model, the presence of disk, envelope, cavity, and ambient
medium is indicated. For the envelope, two possible profiles, spherically symmetric power-law or Ulrich (1976) type, are specified. For all models
that contain at least a disk, an envelope, or an ambient medium, the inner radius is set to the same value for all components, and is either set to Rsub
(the dust sublimation radius) or is variable in the range Rsub–1000 Rsub.
https://owncloud.ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/
cSp9bkOZYgx5wuk,
https://owncloud.ia2.inaf.it/index.php/s/
opcGd8WGN3NVdoS.
Appendix C: Notes on particular YSOs
In this appendix we discuss the result of the SED fitting for those
YSOs of our catalogue that have a poor fit and those where we
find some discrepancies with the spectral index classification.
For HGBS_YSO–J154017.6-324649, we find only a counter-
part in WISE but not in Spitzer-IRAC and 2Mass. It has an α
index of a Class I object but with such significant emission at
longer wavelengths that the Lsmm/Lbol ratio is typical of a Class 0
object. The SED fit indicates the presence of a little disk and a
robust dusty envelope with a cavity. Its location in a very low
column density region and the fact that it is not visible 500 µm
with Herschel makes it very unlikely that it is a Class 0 objects
and favours the interpretation that it is a more evolved object.
For source HGBS_YSO–J154529.8-342339, the NIR–MIR
part of its SED is typical of a Class II object and indeed it is
well fitted by a disk. However, it has been associated with a FIR
Herschel source, making its Lsmm/Lbol suggestive of a Class 0
object. Its SED model fails to match the FIR part of its SED. In
fact, looking at the Herschel maps, it is likely that the quoted
fluxes at 350 and 500 µmare contaminated by close-by sources.
For source HGBS_YSO–J160500.9-391301 we have only
five photometric points and the best χ2 SED model is able to
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reproduce only three of the points, therefore the result is really
uncertain.
For source HGBS_YSO–J160708.4-391407, the α index
indicates a Class Flat object but the Lsmm/Lbol ratio is typical
of a Class 0 object. However, this source is well detected at NIR
wavelengths up to the J band. Moreover, the best-fit model of
the full SED indicates the presence of a disk with a tenuous
envelope, favouring for this object the interpretation of a more
evolved Class Flat rather than Class 0.
For source HGBS_YSO–J160709.9-391102, the α index
indicates a Class II object while the SED fitting gives as model
with the highest score one with a very low mass disk of
2.7× 10−08 M, seen edge on, with a quite dense circumstellar
envelope with a cavity. However, a similar good fit can be also
obtained with a model with only a circumstellar disk with mass
of 2.8× 10−02 M and an inclination angle of 65◦. This second
model is compatible with the Class II classification.
HGBS_YSO–J160829.6-390309 is a well known T-Tauri
star. It is quite luminous at MIR wavelengths up to 160 µm
that make its α index typical of the Class I objects, however,
it is not detected at the Herschel-SPIRE bands (λ ≥ 250 µm). It
has been classified as higher than the median infrared excess in
Bustamante et al. (2015; see Sect. 6.6), and the best set of models
is that with e circumstellar envelope and a cavity. However, also
models with disk and wihout envelope, compatible with Class II
classification, give good fit to the observed SED.
HGBS_YSO–J155641.9-421925 is the brightest source in
Lupus IV and it is a well-known Herbig Ae star (HD 142527).
The SED best fit reproduces well its MIR–FIR SED but fails to
fit the NIR data.
HGBS_YSO–J155730.4-421032 is a Class II object. The
most probable set of models, however, indicates only the pres-
ence of an envelope, though models with cavity and disk can
also fit well the observed SED.
For source HGBS_YSO–J160115.5-415233, theα index indi-
cates a Class Flat object but the Lsmm/Lbol ratio is typical of
a Class 0 object. In this case, the SED fit is consistent with
the earlier evolutionary stage, indicating the presence of a mas-
sive envelope (ρenv0 =1.1× 10−20 g cm−3) and a meagre disk
(Mdisk=4.3× 10−8 M). An additional indication in favour of
the youth of this source is the ratio between the column den-
sity of HC3N and NH3, reported in Benedettini et al. (2012),
that is similar to what is observed towards the Class 0 object
HGBS_YSO–J160917.9-390453 in Lupus III and is higher than
typical values found in more evolved protostars. The majority of
the observational evidence therefore indicates that this source is
a good Class 0 protostar candidate.
HGBS_YSO–J160403.0-413427 and HGBS_YSO–
J160956.3-420834 have strange SEDs lacking the MIR
fluxes, indicating a possible accidental association between the
NIR and FIR data. Moreover, their α indexes cannot be defined
since not enough data are available. In both cases, the SED fits
indicate that they are evolved objects, possibly Class II, with a
disk and without envelope. HGBS_YSO–J160956.3-420834 is
associated with a known star (HD 142527)
HGBS_YSO–J161301-415255 is a Class III object. The best
fit reproduces well its NIR-MIR SED but fails to reproduce the
fluxes between 24 and 160 µm, indicating the possible presence
of another (younger) source close to the YSO. The position of
this object is not covered by the Herschel-SPIRE maps.
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